Slowing and attenuation of baroreflex heart rate control with nitrous oxide in exercising men.
The objective of the present study was to determine whether mild inert-gas narcosis impairs cardiovascular control mechanisms and contributes to the relative bradycardia that occurs in humans exercising in a hyperbaric environment. Eight healthy subjects were exposed to a normoxic 30% nitrous oxide (N(2)O) mixture and an air control during dynamic exercise of 100-W intensity. Beat-by-beat heart rate (HR) and invasive arterial blood pressure measurements were made. The sensitivity and the response latency of the arterial-cardiac-chronotropic baroreflex were determined from repeated blood pressure and HR transients induced by rapid tilts between the upright and supine posture. A significant increase (37%, P </= 0.02) of latency in baroreflex responses was found with 30% N(2)O, as well as a significant depression (16%, P </= 0.05) in baroreflex sensitivity. There were no differences between air and N(2)O in steady-state HR or arterial pressure. We conclude that mild inert-gas narcosis increases the latency and decreases the gain of HR responses to arterial baroreflex stimuli, but this cannot in itself account for the modest, relative bradycardia observed during moderately heavy exercise in a normoxic, hyperbaric environment.